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- single crystal of VPO
- β-VOPO4
- CAT series
- VPA, VPD, VPO series
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• single crystal of VPO
• β-VOPO4
            what do we have
• low magnification images from light microscope
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single crystal VPO ß-VOPO4
HREM 
5.5 nm
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XRD phase analysis
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Low magnification images
• particle sizes and shapes 
CAT651µmCAT601µm CAT611µm CAT641µm
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1µm
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Diffraction patterns - future work
1µm
Increasing the camera length 
(VO)2P2O7[100]
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Electron Energy Loss Spectrum





Typical energy loss spectrum of VPO catalysts
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higher oxidation state = higher energy 
EELS analysis -characteristic features
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EELS analysis -characteristic features 2





     V5+ > V4+
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EELS analysis - CAT series






• surface area is equal for
  CAT60 and CAT64
• but n-butane converison is
  higher for CAT64
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• what do we have have on the surface?
• mechanism of irradiation damage <where does it start?>
before irradiation after irradiation perifphery region
30nm30nm30nm
Radiation damage, surface layer
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Microstructure, CAT-64
• do we have V5+ phase on the surface?
2nm 2nm
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Image Simulation: αII-VOPO4
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HR images, future work
CAT651µm
Experimental image «-------» Image Simulation
2nm
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Outlook
• try to reproduce samples
• phase analysis from HREM <FFT transformation>
• damage in function of time (at 400kV)
- for amorphous layer on surface
- for pentavalent phase on surface
• image simulation for all phases 
• try to obtain better EELS spectra’s
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